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Funding

WRITE THE BID TO FIT THE CALL
Create commercial supply chain then bid
The Triple Helix

Local & Regional Government

Research & Technology

Industry

The Supply Chain
Our European Starting Point
National & International Networks
Opportunities

NETWORK
MENTORING
DISSEMINATION

The Joint Action Plan

“A strategy for project partners to increase regional economic competitiveness – and thus economic development - through research and technological development and innovation activities”
THE TECHNOLOGY HELIX

Transport

Health

Environment
Embedding Collaborative thinking into our organisations

Building the Network By Co-Operation exchange and mutual support
Collaboration
Staff Exchange & Secondment

AND adults TOO!

Intra-Regional

Inter-Regional

THE-ISSUE will develop a framework for secondment and staff exchange between Triple Helix sectors e.g. KTP & RAENG in UK
MORE THAN JUST A CONFERENCE!
THE-ISSUE has a vision for an information exchange portal – where ideas, needs and solutions are shared. Partnerships created. Supply chains created & Projects developed.

Plus a continuous exchange of flow of information & people between regions and within regions. Exchanging ideas and mentoring.

Leading to pre-project study teams.
WP 5 KEY DELIVERABLES

- The JAP
- The ITS SIG building on THE-ISSUE core partnership

Grow and mentor

Advise and inform

Train Support Learn

Committee of the Regions
Funding – at last

REGIONAL:
ERDF e.g. Transport iNET in the East Midlands

NATIONAL:
UK: TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY BOARD

EUROPEAN:
FP7
HORISON 2020
LIFE+
The Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP) Programme Marco Polo
EU Public Health Programme